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Abstract
Image analysis starts with image acquisition. Taking images with modern microscopes requires software capable of interfacing with the camera and many other parts, such as shutters, filter wheels, motorized stages, lasers, etc. The sequence in which these parts change state as well their timing is critical to successful experiments, and the operator needs a comfortable yet simple to understand interface to carry out complex experiments. Although several commercial solutions existed when we started, none of these were cross-platform, extendable to new hardware, or easy to integrate with other software and hardware. We therefore developed an Open Source image acquisition platform called μManager. Its core, written in C++, has a simple interface to device adapters (interfaces between μManager and devices). Device adapters are discovered and loaded at run-time. This pluggable device support has encouraged companies and scientists to write code for a wide array of equipment, (currently more than 20 camera companies, all major microscopes, many peripherals, more than 120 device adapters). An upper level API exposes device control to environments such as Matlab, Java and Python. We developed a user interface running as an ImageJ plugin. Written in our lab with continuous feedback by biologists, it is easy to use and has facilities for configuring complicated, multi-dimensional acquisitions. An API at the UI level makes the μManager extensible through scripts and plugins. Plugins for photo-bleaching/photo-conversion and super-resolution are being developed now. μManager runs on more than 2,500 microscope systems world-wide.
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